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PlATo’s ProTAgorAs The hedonisT

josh wilburn

i
n the final section of Plato’s Protagoras, socrates famously invokes 

a version of hedonism that renders the terms “pleasant” and “good” (along 

with “painful” and “bad”) interchangeable (353c–357e). on the basis of this 

hedonistic identification of pleasure and the good, socrates confronts, first, the 

Many’s view that knowledge is often “dragged around” by pleasure and other 

emotional states, and second, Protagoras’ claim that courage is “entirely differ-

ent” from knowledge and the rest of the virtues. socrates’ use of hedonism is 

noteworthy and puzzling: in this critical scene from the Protagoras, he invokes 

it to defend two philosophical commitments that are evidently important to 

him, and that Plato takes very seriously—the supremacy of knowledge and the 

unity of the virtues. Yet socrates relies on hedonism in no other Platonic dia-

logue, and it seems even to conflict both with the views his character expresses 

elsewhere, as well as with Plato’s own settled philosophical positions. Conse-

quently, the issue of hedonism’s precise role in the dialogue has been much dis-

cussed by commentators, with the controversy often focused on the question: 

To whom does the hedonism of the dialogue rightly belong? some interpreters 

have argued that socrates’ endorsement of the view is sincere, and that Plato, 

at least in the Protagoras, deems it a position worth considering.
1
 others have 

argued that socrates’ appeal to hedonism is entirely ad hominem: he invokes it 

only for the sake of argument, and only because he takes it to be the ( perhaps 

implicit) view of his interlocutors—of the Many (the interpretation most ex-

plored and emphasized by commentators), or of Protagoras, or of both.
2

1. Commentators who attribute hedonism to socrates and/or Plato include Crombie 1962, 240– 41; dodds 

1959, 21–22 n. 3; grote 1888, 314–15; hackforth 1928; irwin 1977, 103; 1995, 242; rudebursch 1989;  

C. C. W. Taylor 1976, 208–210; Vlastos 1956, xl n. 50. dodds, for instance, states that “the dialogue contains 

no hint that the [hedonistic] assumption is made merely for the sake of argument.” There are also some more 

nuanced versions of this line of interpretation: Bentley (2003, 94, 104) argues that socrates endorses only an 

“enlightened” form of hedonism; guthrie (1969, 259, 463) takes socrates to be committed to a broader form of 

utilitarianism; and dimas (2008) attributes the position advocated in the Protagoras to socrates but denies that 

it amounts to hedonism.

2. Commentators who emphasize the Many’s commitment to hedonism include Clark 2012, 237; dyson 

1976, 43; ebert 2003; Frede 1992, xxviii; Klosko 1980, 312; santas 1966, 8 n. 8; A. e. Taylor 1927, 260–61; 

Vlastos 1969, 76–78. Those who attribute hedonism to both the Many and Protagoras include Coby 1987, 147; 

goldberg 1983, 309–10 n. 10; grube 1933; sesonske 1963; sullivan 1961; Wolfsdorf 2006, 133; Zeyl 1980. 

ebert (2003) also draws attention to the hedonistic character of the unnamed friend in the frame dialogue and 

argues convincingly that the friend is intended to be a generic representative of the democratic Many. Bentley 

(2003, 90 n. 14) similarly recognizes democratic tendencies in hippocrates himself. A small number of com-

mentators, notably duncan (1978) and McCoy (1998), focus on Protagoras’ commitment to hedonism. Ferrari 

(1990, 133), russell (2005, 239– 48), and Weiss (2006, 67; cf. 1989, 520) adopt a somewhat different strategy for 

explaining the dialogue’s hedonism: they take Plato’s use of hedonism to have one or another special dialectical 
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i will advocate an ad hominem reading that attributes hedonism both to the 

Many and to Protagoras. My focus, however, will be on the latter. i will argue 

that the Protagoras in various ways reflects Plato’s view that the sophist is an 

inevitable advocate for, and himself implicitly inclined toward, hedonism, and 

i will attempt to show that the text aims through that characterization to un-

dermine Protagoras’ status as an educator. one of my objectives in the course 

of my arguments will be to explore connections between the final argument 

of the Protagoras and the Man-Measure doctrine as it is developed in the 

Theaetetus. i will begin in section 1 with a brief look at socrates’ cautionary 

conversation with hippocrates while on their way to visit Protagoras. i will 

then, in sections 2 through 4, offer three main arguments for thinking that 

Plato intends to portray Protagoras as a proponent of, and in sympathy with, 

hedonistic views in the dialogue. i will argue, first, that Protagoras’ profession 

as a sophist requires him to espouse, and perhaps also accept, ideas that appeal 

to the hedonistic tendencies of the Many. My argument will be based in part 

on a reading of 334a–c, an important passage in which Protagoras delivers a 

short speech on the nature of goodness. second, drawing on material from the 

Theaetetus, i will argue that the Protagoras adumbrates what Plato takes to be 

hedonistic implications of Protagoras’ own Man-Measure doctrine. Third, i 

will argue that Plato’s depiction of Protagoras’ own character emphasizes the 

sorts of pleasure-oriented, appetitive tendencies and concerns that Plato asso-

ciates with hedonistic values. in sections 5 and 6, i will respond to one line of 

objection to my interpretation and will conclude by considering how Plato’s 

characterization of Protagoras as a hedonist is meant to undermine Protagoras’ 

status as a teacher of virtue.

it should be noted right away that Plato’s portrayal of Protagoras as hedo-

nist, if my view is correct, operates primarily at the level of insinuation and 

dramatic nuance. That is to say, i do not think anything said in the dialogue 

logically entails that Protagoras is, or that Plato believes he is, committed to 

hedonism. nonetheless, a number of strong signs in the Protagoras—which i 

will supplement with material from other dialogues—support the reading i will 

defend, and a plausible and compelling case can be made in its favor.

1. Protagoras the soPhist

When an excited hippocrates announces to socrates that Protagoras has ar-

rived in Athens, socrates replies, “day before yesterday. did you just now 

find out?”
3
 his response suggests that he is unimpressed: he already knew 

Protagoras was in town but evidently felt no inclination to meet him. When 

hippocrates expresses his eagerness to visit Protagoras and gain some of his 

“wisdom,” however, socrates’ apparent indifference turns to solicitude. he 

function that does not require that any of the participants in the dialogue be committed to it. Finally, Wolz 

(1967, 217) and Woolf (2002, 248 n. 44) both deny that the issue of to whom the dialogue’s hedonism should be 

attributed is important for understanding the dialogue. i take my own interpretation to be especially indebted to, 

and aligned on many key points with, the accounts of duncan, dyson, ebert, grube, McCoy, sesonske, sullivan, 

and A. e. Taylor. 

3. Translations of greek, with modifications, are from Cooper (1997).
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 Plato’s Protagoras the hedonist 3

wants to know precisely what kind of “wisdom” hippocrates expects to gain 

from the reputed educator, and when hippocrates is unable to provide a satis-

factory answer, socrates issues a note of caution (313a1–b2):

do you see what kind of danger you are about to put your soul in? if you had to entrust your 

body to someone and risk its becoming healthy [χρηστόν] or ill [πονηρόν], you would con-

sider carefully whether you should entrust it or not, and you would confer with your family 

and friends for days on end. But when it comes to something you value more than your body, 

namely your soul, and when everything concerning whether you fare well or badly in your 

life [ἐν ᾧ πάντ’ ἐστὶν τὰ σὰ ἢ εὖ ἢ κακῶς πράττειν] depends on whether it becomes healthy 

[χρηστόν] or ill [πονηρόν], i don’t see you getting together with your father or brother or 

a single one of your friends to consider whether or not to entrust your soul to this recently 

arrived stranger.

socrates’ unease is especially acute given that Protagoras is a sophist, which 

socrates takes to be “a kind of merchant” or “peddler.” socrates’ worry is that 

these itinerant “merchants” may market their teachings indiscriminately, with-

out knowing whether they are good or bad for the soul, just as food merchants 

recommend all of their products without knowing whether they will be good or 

bad for the body. only a “physician of the soul” would know whether a given 

set of teachings is good or bad for the student, just as only a doctor would know 

which foods and drinks are good or bad for the body (313c–314b).

it is this set of concerns that ostensibly sets the agenda for their subsequent 

conversation with Protagoras. socrates wants to find out whether hippocrates 

will be benefited or harmed—whether he will fare well or badly in life—by 

taking on the famous sophist as an instructor. When they finally meet Protag-

oras and make their query to him, Protagoras promises to be able to make his 

students “better” people, to teach them sound deliberation (εὐβουλία), to make 

them good citizens, and, finally, to teach them virtue and make them noble and 

good. despite the inherent appeal of the goods Protagoras advertises, however, 

socrates’ earlier warning leaves an important question lingering over their 

whole discussion: is Protagoras merely peddling his wares?
4
 

i believe the dialogue as a whole is largely intended to address this question 

in the affirmative—to show that Protagoras is a salesman, that he does not 

know what is good or bad for the soul, and that he is not fit to make his students 

virtuous and good. As i aim to show in what follows, it does so in part by de-

picting Protagoras as having latent or implicit ties to hedonism.

2. soPhistry and the Many

The first reason for thinking that Plato views Protagoras as an advocate for he-

donistic views in the dialogue concerns his profession. in the Gorgias socrates 

describes rhetoric as a “knack” for producing “a certain gratification and plea-

sure” (462c3–7). it is a form of flattery, he says, which “takes no thought at all 

of what is best,” but rather deceives its audience “with the lure of what’s most 

pleasant at the moment” (465d1–3). it has its effect, gorgias himself testifies, 

4. duncan (1978, 216) also emphasizes that “the guiding question of the dialogue is whether Protagoras will 

really be able to deliver the goods he publicly offers, to hippocrates or anyone else.”
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on “judges in a law court, councilors in a council meeting, and assemblymen in 

an assembly or in any other political gathering that might take place” (452e1–

4). here we find at least one way in which Plato takes Protagoras to be a cham-

pion of hedonism: by his profession as a sophist. Throughout his dialogues 

Plato characterizes sophistry and rhetoric as practices that aim at pleasing their 

audiences.
5
 in particular, the success of these practices depends on their capac-

ities to provide pleasure, and to teach others how to provide pleasure, to the 

Many. if that is the case, then the obvious implication is that Protagoras, given 

his profession, must adapt his teachings and speeches to the hedonistic views 

and inclinations of his audiences. his success as a sophist and orator requires 

that what he is “selling” be attractive to a diverse variety of people—both to his 

potential clients themselves and to the throngs over whom they hope to hold 

sway—and that means gratifying the pleasure-centric appetites and attitudes 

that control most people’s lives. Protagoras is, in other words, professionally 

bound to act as an advocate of sorts for hedonism: he must promote the kinds 

of skills and views that are consistent with, and appealing in light of, the hedo-

nistic values to which the Many are (implicitly or otherwise) committed.

There is a further point, however, which a notable passage from the Republic 

helps bring to light. during his “defense” of philosophy in Book 6, socrates 

comments (493a–d):

not one of those paid private teachers, whom the people call sophists and consider to be 

their rivals in craft, teaches anything other than the convictions that the majority express 

when they are gathered together. instead, these are precisely what the sophists call wisdom. 

it’s as if someone were learning the moods and appetites of a huge, strong beast that he’s 

rearing . . . having learned all this through tending the beast over a period of time, he calls 

this knack wisdom, gather his information together as if it were a craft, and starts to teach 

it. in truth, he knows nothing about which of these convictions is admirable or shameful, 

good or bad, just or unjust, but he applies all these names in accordance with how the beast 

reacts—calling what it enjoys good and what angers it bad. he has no other accounts to give 

of these terms. And he calls what he is compelled to do just and admirable, for he hasn’t 

seen and cannot show anyone else how much compulsion and goodness truly differ. don’t 

you think, by god, that someone like that is a strange educator? . . . And does this person 

seem any different from the one who believes that it is wisdom to understand the moods and 

pleasures of the multifarious [ pantodapôn] Many when they are gathered together?

This passage illustrates not only that sophists pander to the pleasures of the 

Many, but also that the sophists’ own conceptions of what is valuable may be 

informed by those very pleasures. According to socrates, sophists have noth-

ing more to say about what it means for something to be good or bad other than 

that it pleases or displeases the crowd. The implication is that the reason they 

have “no other account” to offer of these terms is that they accept the views 

of the many to whom they pander. At the very least, socrates makes it clear 

that sophists are ignorant of what is truly valuable: they “know nothing” about 

what is admirable, just, or good, and have never “seen the difference” between 

5. in the Theaetetus, for example, socrates compares the life of the philosopher with that of the individual 

who spends his time “in law-courts and such places.” The latter is like a slave, he says, who becomes “skilled in 

flattering the master and working his way into favor” (172c–3).
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 Plato’s Protagoras the hedonist 5

goodness and necessity. The fact that they call the convictions of the Many 

“wisdom,” however, suggests furthermore that in their ignorance of what is 

truly good, they actually come to believe that what pleases the Many really 

is good. The consequence for the current discussion is clear: if Protagoras’ 

profession renders him incapable of providing, or even acknowledging the ex-

istence of, any account of the good other than what the pleasures of the Many 

suggest, then his own view of goodness will turn out, like that of the disparate 

crowd, to be one that inclines toward hedonism.
6

An important passage in the Protagoras may hint at just such an impover-

ishment in the sophist’s views. At 334a–c, during a discussion about the rela-

tionship between temperance and justice,
7
 Protagoras delivers a short speech 

on the nature of goodness. After Protagoras grants the point that some things 

are, in fact, good (ἀγαθά), socrates next asks him whether “good things” refers 

to what is advantageous (ὠφέλιμα) to people. “good god, yes!” Protagoras 

answers, “And even if they are not advantageous to people, i can still call them 

good.” Perceiving Protagoras’ exasperation, socrates carefully asks whether 

Protagoras means things that are advantageous to no human being, or things 

that are of no advantage at all. “do you call things like that good?” he asks. 

Protagoras then responds (334a3–c6):

of course not. But i know of many things that are disadvantageous [ἀνωφελῆ] to humans, 

foods and drinks and drugs and many other things, and some that are advantageous; some 

that are neither to humans but one or the other to horses; some that are advantageous only 

to cattle; some only to dogs; some that are advantageous to none of these but are so to trees; 

some that are good [ἀγαθά] for the roots of a tree, but bad [πονηρά] for its shoots, such as 

manure, which is a good spread on the roots of any plant but absolutely ruinous if applied 

to the new stems and branches. or take olive oil, which is extremely bad for all plants and 

is the worst enemy of the hair of all animals except humans, for whose hair it is beneficial, 

as it is for the rest of their bodies. But the good is such a complex [ποικίλον] and manifold 

[παντοδαπόν] thing that, in the case of oil, it is good for the external parts of the human 

body but very bad for the internal parts, which is why doctors universally forbid their sick 

patients to use oil in their diets except for the least bit, just enough to dispel a prepared 

meal’s unappetizing aroma.

The speech is met with approval and applause by the crowd in attendance, and 

the particular line of argument socrates had been pursuing is never revived.

in the broader context of the dialogue, Protagoras’ speech is noteworthy 

for at least two reasons. First, it represents the only point in the text prior to 

the final discussion of hedonism in which the nature of the good is directly 

addressed. given the importance of the later discussion, 334a–c may be in-

tended to anticipate or prepare the way for it in some way.
8
 second, socrates’ 

6. ebert (2003, 19) claims that if we focus on the fact that the dialogue stages a conference of leading 

sophists, socrates’ attention to the views of the Many in the Protagoras is inexplicable, given that the sophists 

disdain the Many. What the above arguments show, however, is that whether they like it or not, the sophists have 

inextricable ties to the Many’s beliefs.

7. The broader context is a disagreement between Protagoras and socrates concerning the unity of the vir-

tues, in which socrates protests Protagoras’ suggestion that the various virtues are completely different and 

dissimilar from one another.

8. goldberg (1983, 127–28) also notes the significance of 334a–c in connection with the final argument: 

“given the course of the overall argument, it is no accident that the final breach in this part arises over the nature 
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cautionary conversation with hippocrates had called into question whether 

Protagoras truly knows what is good or bad for his clients’ souls. here Protago-

ras offers a glimpse of how he understands goodness, which bears on precisely 

that question. 

What i would like to suggest here is that that the dramatic and dialectical 

function of the speech is to raise further doubts about Protagoras’ understand-

ing of the good, and thereby to make room for his role as a spokesperson for 

the Many’s hedonism in the final argument. Two features of Protagoras’ speech 

are relevant in this regard. To begin with, the sorts of goods Protagoras consid-

ers are exclusively bodily in nature: they concern only “food and drinks and 

drugs” and whether those things will have a “beneficial” or “ruinous” effect 

on the physical health and bodily condition of an organism. While Protagoras 

does not deny that there are other kinds of goods, of course, his emphasis on 

the bodily as opposed to the psychological—in contrast to the importance Plato 

places on the latter—may be intended to bring to the reader’s mind socrates’ 

earlier warning to hippocrates, and to raise doubts about how much Protagoras 

really knows about genuine goods of the soul.
9
 

second, the two terms Protagoras uses to describe the good in his speech—

poikilon and pantodapon, or “complex” and “manifold”—are significant: Plato 

uses the terms throughout the dialogues in ways that suggests he associates 

them with problematic diversity and (at least perceived) lack of unity. signifi-

cantly, socrates sometimes criticizes his interlocutors for characterizing im-

portant moral objects of inquiry using these two terms. When socrates asks 

the young Theaetetus to offer a definition of knowledge, for instance, and the 

latter responds with a list of several specific branches of knowledge, socrates 

replies that Theaetetus has generously offered something “complex” ( poikila) 

instead of something simple: “having been asked for one answer, you have 

given many” (Tht. 146d4–5). similarly, when Meno claims to know what vir-

tue is, but then proceeds to describe several different types of virtue that vary 

from group to group, socrates responds that he has offered a “swarm” of vir-

tues instead of just one. suppose, socrates says, that Meno had offered an 

account of the nature of bees by stating that they are “many and of all kinds 

[ pantodapas],” and that socrates were to ask him whether they are “many and 

of all kinds [ pantodapas] and different from one another insofar as they are 

bees” (Meno 72a9–b5). Meno sees that they would not differ in that respect, 

and socrates concludes, “The same is true in the case of the virtues. even if 

they are many and of all sorts [ pantodapoi], all of them have one and the same 

of the good and is applauded by the many. Before the logos can make further progress, at least a provisional 

definition of the nature of the good must be agreed to by the audience and hence by Protagoras.”

9. it may also be significant that when socrates wants to elicit hedonism from Protagoras later in the text, he 

returns to many of the same bodily goods and evils that the sophist cites at 334a–c. The questions socrates asks 

during that later discussion reveal that—at least on the view of the Many for whom Protagoras is speaking—the 

goodness and badness of all of the “benefits” and “harms” mentioned in Protagoras’ earlier speech are reducible 

to pleasure and pain. What it means for foods and drinks to be “ruinous” for the body is that they promote dis-

ease, and “these things are bad on account of nothing other than the fact that they result in pain and deprive us 

of other pleasure” (353c–354a). likewise, the treatments provided by doctors, such as surgery, medicine, and 

diet, are good because they promote health and good condition of the body, which in turn “are good because they 

result in pleasure and in the relief and avoidance of pain” (354a–b). 
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 Plato’s Protagoras the hedonist 7

form that makes them virtues” (72c6–d1). in the Theaetetus and Meno socra-

tes urges his interlocutors to look past the apparent diversity of different types 

or instances of knowledge and virtue in order to see what they have in com-

mon. in both cases, their ultimate inability to accomplish that task is taken as a 

sign of their ignorance. Protagoras’ use of poikilon and pantodapon, therefore, 

shows at least that his characterization of goodness is not one that socrates or 

Plato would find satisfying taken by itself. of course, because socrates does 

not immediately press the sophist, as he does with Theaetetus and Meno, to 

provide a unified account of the good, it is left open at this point how Protago-

ras would respond to further questioning on the matter. however, the fact that 

Protagoras uses terms that prominently appear in inadequate characterizations 

of moral concepts in other dialogues at least draws the reader’s attention—as 

did the earlier warning to hippocrates—to the possibility that the sophist might 

have “no other account” to offer of the good, and hence might not know what 

is truly beneficial for the souls of his clients.
10

The significance of poikilon and pantodapon may be amplified by a further 

point, moreover: as a number of commentators have observed, the content of 

334a–c bears a strong resemblance to the Dissoi Logoi, which also provides an 

extended list of things that are good for one individual or in one context, but 

bad for another individual or in another context.
11

 Although the language and 

message of the two texts are strikingly similar, however, the words poikilon 

10. some previous commentators—including A. e. Taylor 1927, 251; Adam and Adam 1957, Versenyi 1962, 

179; Vlastos 1956, xvi—have defended a much stronger conclusion about 334a–c: that it is a statement of 

Protagorean relativism or subjectivism of the sort associated with the Man-Measure doctrine. A. e. Taylor, for 

example, calls the passage “a direct and simple application of Protagoras’ own principle of ‘man the measure’ 

to ethics.” My own interpretation is much more conservative, but i am sympathetic ( particularly in light of con-

siderations about the Man-Measure doctrine that i will raise in the next section) at least to the idea that 334a–c 

might be intended to bring the sophist’s famous doctrine to mind. some commentators have vigorously objected 

to such ways of reading 334a–c, however, on two main grounds: (1) Protagoras’ speech appears to invoke an 

objective standard for evaluating goodness—the beneficial—that importantly does not seem to be relative to 

the perception or judgment of the thing benefitted. Thus C. C. W. Taylor (1976, 133–34), for example, calls it 

“sheer confusion” to suppose that the content of 334a–c either entails or follows from Protagorean relativism: 

“Protagoras’ speech does not imply that if anyone believes something is good, then it is good (for him).” Cf. Ker-

ferd 1949, 24; McCoy 1998, 31. (2) The types of facts Protagoras cites in his speech are not evidently ones that 

Plato would or should protest. Moser and Kustas (1966, 114) comment, “one is tempted to the facetious remark 

that if Protagoras’ thought here is described as relativism, the absolutist would have to maintain that the same 

medicines are good for everybody or the same diet for all animals!” in response to (1), it should be conceded 

that the letter of 334a–c, taken all by itself, is consistent with denying subjectivism about the good. however, 

nothing in the speech itself indicates what Protagoras takes “beneficial” and “harmful” to mean, and we cannot 

simply assume that, if pressed, he would give them an objectivist treatment. indeed, when socrates actually turns 

to tackle the issue of what it means for something to be good or bad at 353c–355e, it is from Protagoras’ own 

lips (albeit ostensibly as a spokesperson for the Many) that beneficial and harmful states turn out to be reducible 

to subjective states of pleasure and pain. even if the straightforward content of Protagoras’ speech on goodness 

does not entail subjectivism, therefore, it may nonetheless be intended to bring such a view to the reader’s mind 

and to raise the possibility of its latency within the sophist’s remarks. in response to objection (2), it is true Plato 

does not object to the facts Protagoras cites. indeed, the idea that if something is good in any context, it must be 

good in every context, is precisely the sort of insidious casuistry against which Plato is reacting in dialogues such 

as the Euthydemus. Certainly Plato was aware that what is good for one person or thing is not necessarily good 

for another person or thing. The fact that Plato shares that premise with the Protagoras of 334a–c does not settle 

the question whether he means to portray the sophist as an advocate of relativism or some other related doctrine, 

however. For the crucial difference between Plato and Protagoras concerns how they explain their shared prem-

ise. Plato thinks that what is good varies for different people and things because people and things are diverse 

and variable; Protagoras thinks the good varies because it is itself diverse and variable.

11. graham (2010, 722) and Versenyi (1962, 181), e.g., note this connection.
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and pantodapon never occur in the Dissoi Logoi. They are, in other words, 

Plato’s own addition to a stock sophistic argument. 

second, it is perhaps significant that Plato commonly uses the two terms 

to characterize both the democratic Many themselves and the appetites and 

pleasures by which they are ruled. This characterization of democracy and 

its citizens is most striking in Book 8 of the Republic, where we find by far 

the highest concentration of the terms poikilon and pantodapon in the whole 

corpus. There socrates describes democracy as a “pleasant” constitution that is 

full of variety (poikilon, 561e4), and he comments (557c1–9):

i suppose that it’s most of all under this constitution that one finds people of every sort 

[ pantodapoi] . . . it looks as though this is the most beautiful of the constitutions, for like 

a colorful [poikilon] coat that is embroidered [ pepoikilmenon] with every kind of hue, this 

city, embroidered [ pepoikilmenê] with every kind of disposition, would also appear to be 

the most beautiful. And Many [ polloi] would probably judge it to be so, as women and 

children do when they see colorful things [ poikila].

democratic individuals and citizens, moreover, resemble the democratic city 

itself. Those who live in democracy, because they are free to live however 

they want, end up living in whatever way “pleases” them (561e). democatic 

individuals are controlled by their unnecessary appetites, and the democratic 

man is “complex [ pantodapon], full of a multitude of dispositions, beautiful, 

and full of variety [ poikilon],” who comes into existence as a result of associ-

ating with those who provide diverse ( poikilas) pleasures of every sort ( pan-

todapas). Also in the Republic, socrates claims that it is difficult to provide a 

single name for the appetitive part of the soul because of its polymorphous na-

ture (διὰ πολυειδίαν, 588d11): he likens it to “a speckled [ poikilou] beast with 

a ring of many heads that it can grow and change at will” (588c7–10), and he 

calls it “the multiform [ pantodapon] beast” within us (588e5).
12

 importantly, 

Plato’s use of poikilon and pantodapon in such contexts far exceeds typical 

greek usage. By way of comparison, whereas poikil- and pantodap- words are 

used to describe the Many, appetite, or pleasure fifteen times in Republic 8 and 

9 alone, they appear only three times in the Nicomachean Ethics, and never in 

12. For further examples of Plato’s strong association of poikilon and pantodapon with pleasure, appetitive 

impulses, and the Many, see also Lysis 222b2; Grg. 489c5, 490b3, 522a3; Phd. 66c3; Hp. mai. 282d1; Symp. 

182b1; Resp. 373a4, 404d2, 431b9, 559d9, 568d6, 579b4, 616a5; Tht. 168c2; Ti. 87a5; Laws 645a4, 665c6, 

704d7, 782a7, 797b1, 788b2, 831d9, 949e8. Also note Phil. 12c4–9, where socrates declares, “As for pleasure, i 

know that it is full of variety ( poikilon) . . . if one just goes by the name it is one single thing, but in fact it comes 

in many forms that are in some way even quite unlike each other.” Plato also frequently applies the two terms to 

sophistry and rhetoric (Ion 541e7; Hp. mi. 363c1, 368d2; Symp. 193e7, 198b3; Phdr. 236b7, 277c2; Soph. 223c2, 

225c5; 226a6–7, 234b4), as well as to popular poetry (Resp. 397c5, 398a1, 399e9, 399e10, 404e3, 605a2; and 

at Laws 665d6, 665c6, 812d–e). As a general rule, in fact, Plato uses poikilon, pantodapon, and their cognates 

primarily to describe (typically with critical overtones) psychologies, practices, and people that he associates 

with appetitive desire: pleasure (the object of appetitive desire); the appetitive part of the soul; democracy and 

the democratic Many (who are associated with “unnecessary” pleasures; and sophistic and poetic practices that 

appeal to pleasure. There are exceptions to this rule, particularly in mythical or natural philosophical contexts in 

which Plato is describing the colorful and variable perceptible world itself (e.g., Phd. 110b7; Tht. 156c1, Resp. 

616e9; and Ti. 50d5, 57d5, 61c4, and 67c5), or, in the case of poikilon, when he is using the term in its literal 

sense to refer to embroidery and weaving (Resp. 373a7 and 401a2). in the great preponderance of cases, how-

ever, poikilon and pantodapon have evaluative or moral connotations in Plato and describe things toward which 

his attitude is one of disapproval—in particular, appetitive desire and the various psychological and political 

phenomena Plato associates with it.
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 Plato’s Protagoras the hedonist 9

Aristotle’s Politics or De anima. This suggests that the appearance of poikilon 

and pantodapon in Protagoras’ speech—and as a description of the good, no 

less—may signal insinuations on Plato’s part that Protagoras’ conception of 

goodness is somehow or other impoverished, and that it informed by, or at least 

designed to appeal to, the convictions of the diverse and appetitive crowd on 

whom he exercises his persuasive powers.

3. the Man-Measure doctrine

A further case for thinking that Plato takes Protagoras to be implicitly inclined 

toward hedonism can be constructed by examining Protagoras’ Man-Measure 

doctrine as Plato understands it. According to Protagoras’ most famous maxim, 

“Man is the measure of all things: of the things which are, that they are, and of 

the things which are not, that they are not” (Tht. 152a2– 4). in the Theaetetus, 

with the help of his interlocutors and an appearance by the “resurrected” Pro-

tagoras himself, socrates examines the meaning and philosophical implications 

of this maxim and presents an account of the Protagorean doctrine associated 

it. While many of the details of that discussion are a matter of much dispute, 

two points are relatively clear.
13

 First, Plato takes the Protagorean view prom-

inently to include or entail a thesis about sense-perception: that perceptual ex-

periences are infallible. indeed, the occasion for discussing the Man-Measure 

doctrine is prompted precisely by Theaetetus’ proposal that knowledge is the 

same as perception, which socrates suggests is exactly “what Protagoras used 

to maintain” (152a1). According to the Protagorean maxim, socrates says, if 

something appears a certain way to a person, then it is in fact that way for him. 

A wind that appears cold to one man but warm to the other, for instance, really 

is cold for the one and warm for the other (152b). Appearances, moreover, 

are closely connected to, and in some cases even identical with, instances of 

sense-perception. socrates points out that “it appears” often just means “he 

perceives it,” and he concludes that according to the view Theaetetus shares 

with Protagoras, “The appearing of things is the same as perception, in the case 

of hot and everything of that sort. so it results, evidently, that things are for the 

individual such as he perceives them . . . Perception, then, is always of what is 

and is unerring” (152c1–6; cf. 160a9–c7). The second point, which is closely 

related to the first, is that Plato takes Protagoras’ Man-Measure doctrine to 

undermine the distinction between how things appear and how they actually 

are. if things always are however they are perceived by and appear for people, 

then there is no room for false appearances or judgments. As Plato has Protag-

oras himself put it, “it is impossible to judge what is not, or to judge anything 

13. My interpretation does not require me to take a position on several of the most pressing interpretive 

issues, including: (1) precisely how Plato understands and presents the relationship between Protagoreanism 

and the heraclitean doctrine of flux in the dialogue; (2) the extent to which the presentation of the Man-Measure 

doctrine—including the emphasis on its connection to sense-perception—and the various defenses of it that 

are offered in the text are derived from genuine Protagorean material or from Plato’s own understanding of 

the doctrine and its significance; (3) whether Plato’s depiction of the Man-Measure doctrine is best construed 

as relativism or infallibilism, and what particular sort of each; and (4) what the nature and logical structure of 

socrates’ refutation of the Man-Measure doctrine is. Many of these controversies and others are laid out and 

discussed at length in Burnyeat 1990.
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10 josh wilburn

other than what one is immediately experiencing; and what one is immediately 

experiencing is always true” (167a7–8; cf. 161e–162a).

drawing on this Platonic characterization of Protagoreanism, i would like to 

suggest that on Plato’s view, the Man-Measure doctrine leads naturally (even 

if not necessarily or as a matter of logical entailment) to hedonism.
14

 From a 

Platonic perspective, the hedonistic identification of the good with pleasure is 

a predictable psychological consequence of the view that perceptual experi-

ences and the judgments derived from them are always true. For pleasure is 

an especially salient and compelling sensory experience, and pleasant objects 

and pleasure itself have an apparent value to those affected by them. in the 

absence of any distinction between appearance and reality, then, the belief that 

all, and perhaps even only, pleasure is good seems almost inevitable. Plato, at 

any rate, certainly seems to think that the line between experiencing something 

as pleasurable and judging it to be good is perilously thin, and that those who 

unreflectingly accept the reports of their senses will tend in a hedonistic direc-

tion. in the Phaedo, for example, socrates warns of what he calls the “greatest 

and most extreme evil” caused by pleasures and pains (83c5–d7):

That the soul of every man, when it feels violent pleasure or pain in connection with some 

object, is forced to believe at the same time that what causes such feelings must be very clear 

and very true, which it is not . . . every pleasure and pain provides, as it were, another nail 

to rivet the soul to the body and to weld them together. it makes the soul corporeal, so that 

it believes the truth is what the body says it is.

By their very nature, experiences of pleasure and pain have the power to in-

cline us toward the view, not only that pleasures are good and pains bad, but 

that there is nothing more to goodness or badness than pleasure and pain: they 

“bewitch” the soul, socrates says, “to the point at which nothing seems to exist 

for it but the physical, which one can touch and see or eat and drink or make 

use of for sexual enjoyment.” The value judgments that lie the shortest dis-

tance from our perceptual experiences, in other words, are the sort that foster 

14. some commentators express skepticism about drawing on Plato’s characterization of the Man-Measure 

doctrine in the Theaetetus for the purposes of reading the earlier dialogue. Moser and Kustas (1966, 113 n. 6), 

e.g., write, “The Protagoras should be explained out of itself. The presence of the doctrine of relativism in the 

Theaetetus cannot serve as a touchstone for interpreting the earlier dialogue.” see also Kerferd 1953, 45; schiller 

1908, 523. i do not share their methodological worry, however, for a number of reasons: (1) The Man-Measure 

doctrine was not an obscure component of Protagoras’ teachings; rather, it was, even in Plato’s own time, one 

of his most well-known and celebrated views. in the Theaetetus socrates is able to assume that his young inter-

locutor is familiar with the Man-Measure doctrine, and Theaetetus confirms that he has read it “many times.” 

given the fame Protagoras’ maxim had achieved, therefore, Plato the author could be sure that his readers would 

be familiar with it and that it would color their understanding of the text. We might compare the way that Plato 

could expect his readers’ knowledge of Meno’s ill-fated career to color their reading of the Meno. (2) There is no 

reason to suspect that the characterization of the Man-Measure doctrine sketched in the Theaetetus—particularly 

the two main points of that characterization important to my account—represents an exception to Plato’s general 

attitude toward, or understanding of, Protagoras’ view. (note als the characterizations of Protagoreanism found 

in Cra. 385e–386a and Euthyd. 286b–c, which suggest Plato’s awareness of, and stability in his interpretation 

of, Protagoreanism at various stages throughout his career.) (3) There are a number of shared concerns and the-

matic similarities between the two dialogues that suggest a closer connection between them than is sometimes 

supposed. These include, among others: (a) the question whether Protagoras is qualified as an educator (Tht. 

161d–162a, 167d); (b) the characterization of education as a process of making the soul’s condition χρηστόν 

instead of πονηρόν (Tht. 166a–c; cf. 171e); and (c) criticism of the reliability and veridicality of appearances by 

appealing to the future (Tht. 178b–179c). i discuss (c) at greater length in section 6. see also n. 30.
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 Plato’s Protagoras the hedonist 11

hedonism.
15

 A doctrine that affirms the infallibility of perception, therefore, 

will be one that justifies, and tends to lead toward, living and thinking hedo-

nistically.
16

 even if Plato does not think the Man-Measure doctrine logically 

entails hedonism, then, he at least takes its central commitments to be ones 

that lead naturally to it. if that is the case, then it is reasonable to conclude 

that the conspicuous appearance of hedonism in a dialogue that prominently 

features Protagoras himself is partly intended to explore some of those latent 

connections.
17

4. Protagoras’ character and lifestyle

let us turn now to Protagoras’ character. Two features of Plato’s portrayal of 

the sophist’s personality and lifestyle suggest a man with hedonistic tenden-

cies. The first is that, at two key points throughout the dialogue, Protagoras 

expresses his eagerness to do what will be pleasant. When socrates asks him 

whether he would like to speak in private or in front of the crowd, Protagoras 

answers, “it would give me the greatest pleasure by far to deliver my lecture in 

the presence of everyone in the house” (317c4–5). similarly, when the group 

decides that Protagoras should himself choose whether to present his great 

speech in the form of a story or an argument, he decides, “i think it would be 

more pleasant if i told you a story” (320c6–7). The contrast may be significant: 

instead of presenting a rational argument (logos), presumably the more phil-

osophical choice, the sophist decides to do what he considers more pleasing.

if this first aspect of Plato’s portrayal of the sophist is relatively subtle and 

inconclusive, the second is more substantial. Plato draws a great deal of atten-

tion in the dialogue to the fact that the sophist charges extravagant fees for his 

reputed teachings. indeed, the sophist’s attraction to money seems to be one 

of the defining features of his character. one of the very first comments made 

15. The idea, i take it, is that if an agent believes nothing is “true” or “real” except what the body experi-

ences, then the agent’s reasoning about value will look no further than what appears valuable as a result of sense 

perception, and hence will come to see goodness only in pleasure. it does not matter for my purposes whether the 

Phaedo (and with it, perhaps, the Republic) takes bodily or perceptual experiences themselves to be genuine “be-

liefs” in the way that the Theaetetus denies (at 184b–187a). The important point is simply that, throughout his ca-

reer, Plato thought that painful and pleasurable experiences, particularly intense ones, incline us in a compelling 

way, and often immediately, toward judging that pain is bad and pleasure is good. The ways in which our bodily 

nature, and in particular its experiences of pleasure and pain, can lead toward errors in evaluative judgment is 

explored throughout the Phaedo (esp. 64d–65c, 66b–e, 79c, 82e–83c) as well as in the Republic—for example, at 

518d–519b, where socrates likens pleasures and pains to “leaden weights” that drag the soul’s vision downward. 

it is also implied by Grg. 465c–e, where socrates suggests that if the body were left to govern itself, it would 

“make judgments” (ἔκρινε) about pastry-baking and medicine “by reference to the gratification it receives.” The 

general connection between our bodily nature and appetitive desire for pleasure is suggested by Resp. 439c–d: 

the desires of the appetitive part, which is called a “companion of certain indulgences and pleasures,” are taken 

to be derived from (bodily) “feelings and diseases” (cf. Ti. 70d7–8).

16. other commentators who have noted and discussed connections between the Man-Measure doctrine and  

hedonism include dimas 2008, 256; duncan 1978, 222–24; grube 1933; McCoy 1998, 34 –36. grube com-

ments, “indeed, what other criterion but pleasure could be given by the man who taught that individual sensa-

tions and feelings are the only reality?” (206).

17. other commentators who identify traces of the Man-Measure doctrine in the Protagoras often focus 

on relativistic or subjectivist implications of either 334a–c (see discussion in n. 10 above) or the great speech. 

The latter group includes A. e. Taylor (1927, 245–47), Vlastos (1956, xii–ix), and McCoy (1998), who offers an 

especially in-depth and insightful analysis. Critics of these lines of interpretation include Kerferd (1953, 4–5) 

and Moser and Kustas (1966, 111–13).
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12 josh wilburn

about Protagoras is hippocrates’ complaint that the sophist has a “monopoly 

on wisdom” and refuses to give it to him, to which socrates responds, “But 

look, if you meet his price he’ll make you wise too” (310d6–7). The theme of 

the subsequent discussion then becomes whether Protagoras is worth his fees, 

which, as we have seen, culminates in socrates’ characterization of sophists 

like Protagoras as “merchants” or “peddlers.”
18

 Protagoras himself confirms 

his interest in profit. in his great speech he equates “the most capable” with 

“the richest” (326c), and he concludes his speech by declaring, “i consider 

myself . . . uniquely qualified to assist others in becoming noble and good, and 

worth the fee that i charge and even more” (328b1–4). Finally, socrates calls 

Protagoras “the first ever to have deemed it appropriate to charge a fee” for 

teaching virtue (349a3–4).

The portrayal of Protagoras as a moneymaker is significant in light of Plato’s 

understanding of the pursuit of wealth as a characteristically pleasure-oriented 

expression of desire. in the Republic Plato identifies “love of wealth” or “love 

of profit” as one of the most conspicuous manifestations of appetitive desire. 

The appetitive part of the soul is “by nature most insatiable for wealth,” and it 

is rightly called “money-loving” because its excessive desires for the pleasures 

of food, drink, and sex “are most easily satisfied by means of money” (442a, 

580e–581a). love of wealth is also the distinctive feature of the oligarchic 

individual, who is ruled by the appetitive part of his soul. The oligarchic indi-

vidual is a “money-lover” whose rational thoughts and ambition are focused 

on gaining wealth, and he lives by satisfying his necessary pleasures and appe-

tites, which “are generally in control of” his unnecessary desires (553b–554a). 

The fact that Plato emphasizes Protagoras’ desire to profit from his profession, 

then, suggests that he takes the sophist to be controlled by his appetites, and to 

place supreme value on pleasure and the money that facilitates its obtainment. 

Protagoras, in other words, turns out to be a sort of hedonist, one who is not 

unlike the oligarchic man of the Republic.
19

5. “revealing” Protagoras

some commentators have objected to ad hominem readings of the dialogue 

on the grounds that both Protagoras and the Many seem disposed to resist 

hedonism when socrates first introduces it. Protagoras is comfortable granting 

18. Throughout that brief conversation the characters refer to Protoagoras’ fees no fewer than ten times (see 

esp. 311c– e, 313b, 314b). Cf. mention of Protagoras’ fees at Tht. 161d– e, 167c– d, 178e –179a; Hp. mai. 282c–d.

19. it may also be significant that love of money is associated, both within Plato and in other sources, with 

akrasia—precisely the phenomenon that socrates addresses in the final section of the dialogue. in Republic 8 

it is the oligarchic individual (in contrast to the philosophical and timocratic individuals) who first becomes “in 

some sense two” and subject to internal conflict. The fact that his better desires master his worse ones only “for 

the most part” strong implies that they do not always succeed (554d–e). Along similar lines, in the Laws Plato 

refers to crimes that are due to “weakness [ἥττας] in the face of pleasures, appetites, and envies,” and he explains 

that the greatest of these causes is appetite, which “is most usually for money, the object of the Many’s strongest 

and most frequent longing: because of wickedness due to nature and lack of education, money has the power 

to produce in them a million cravings that are impossible to satisfy—all centering on the endless acquisition of 

wealth” (869e –870a). outside of Plato, we find from the Anonymous iamblichi the claim, “every man must have  

as much self-control as possible. And someone would achieve this if he were indifferent to money, by which 

everyone is corrupted . . . The Many are weak-willed; and this is why they behave that way: . . . they love money 

because of the things that frighten them” (98.17–99.5 in graham 2010).
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that living well is incompatible with a life of pain and distress, and that those 

who have lived their lives pleasantly have thereby lived well. Concerning the 

explicit question whether to live pleasantly is good, however, Protagoras adds 

the caveat that it is good only if the pleasure is taken in honorable things. 

socrates responds, “What, Protagoras? surely you don’t, like the Many, call 

some pleasant things bad and some painful ones good?” (351c2–3). Although 

Protagoras believes it is “safer” for him to answer as the Many do on this point, 

socrates pushes him by asking whether all pleasurable things are good just 

insofar as they are pleasurable—whether, that is, pleasure itself is a good. Pro-

tagoras replies, “Just as you always say, socrates, let us inquire into this mat-

ter, and if your claim seems reasonable and it is established that pleasure and 

the good appear to be the same, then we will come to agreement” (351e3–6). 

Critics of ad hominem readings argue that Protagoras’ and the Many’s reluc-

tance to accept hedonism and its corollaries shows that neither of them is really 

hedonistic; rather, it is socrates who must convince them to identify the good 

with pleasure, against their own objections.
20

several considerations tell against this line of criticism. The first is simply 

that Plato can take Protagoras and the Many to be hedonistic and (at least 

implicitly) committed to hedonism without also thinking that their hedonistic 

views are fully worked out and consistent. A passage from the Republic is 

illuminating. While investigating the nature of the good, socrates says, “You 

surely know that the Many believe the good is pleasure, while the more so-

phisticated believe that it is knowledge.” Then, after explaining how the latter 

group runs into difficulties, he asks (505b5–c11): 

“What about those who define the good as pleasure? Are they any less full of confusion than 

the others? Aren’t even they forced to admit that there are bad pleasures? . . . so, i think, 

they have to agree that the same things are both good and bad. isn’t that true?”

What these comments suggest is that Plato takes the many to be committed 

both to hedonism and (despite its being in tension with hedonism) to the view 

that some pleasures are good or honorable and others bad or dishonorable.
21

 

At any rate, it is clear that Plato did not find it implausible for these two com-

mitments to sit (uncomfortably, in his mind) alongside one another.
22

 if that is 

the case, then the fact that Protagoras and the Many have commitments that 

20. see dodds 1959, 21 n. 3; dyson 1976, 43; Ferrari 1990, 132–34 n. 29; grote 1888, 314; hackforth 

1928, 41; irwin 1977, 309 n. 13; nussbaum 1986, 111. Ferrari, for example, writes, “The fact that socrates 

must argue his interlocutors into hedonism is meant to suggest to us that hedonism is not their belief—not even  

their underlying belief ” (133 n. 29); and grote comments that Protagoras is “compelled to accept the conclusion 

against his own will” (314).

21. i take the socrates of the Gorgias to be exploiting more or less the same pair of inconsistent beliefs in 

his exchange with Callicles. in the Gorgias, however, the inconsistency is resolved in the other direction: the 

Many of the Protagoras call some pleasant things bad despite their hedonism, and socrates leads them toward 

consistency by making them abandon the former view; conversely, Callicles insists on hedonism, and socrates 

tries to undermine that commitment by showing Callicles that he views some pleasures as shameful. 

22. Klosko (1980, 312) provides a similar explanation, as does santas (1966, 8 n. 7), who writes, “As for the 

question why did socrates use hedonistic premises in his argument, i see no mystery at all here, for the argument 

is in fact a perfect example of socrates’ favorite mode of argument; it attempts to show that one belief of the 

many . . . is incompatible with another belief of theirs, the belief in hedonism.”
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are in tension with hedonism does not settle the question whether hedonism is 

one of their views.

The second consideration concerns Protagoras himself. What the course of 

his conversation with socrates makes clear is that the sophist is far from forth-

right in stating his beliefs. socrates must repeatedly urge Protagoras to express 

his own ideas and allow his own mind to be tested. socrates chides him early 

in their conversation, “don’t do that to me! it’s not this ‘if you want’ or ‘if you 

agree’ business i want to test. it’s you and me i want to put on the line” (331c4– 

6). later socrates begs Protagoras not to “conceal himself ” (ἀποκρύψαντα,  

338a6) behind rhetoric, and after Protagoras diverts their conversation toward 

poetry, socrates says that “we should put the poets aside and converse direct 

with each other, testing the truth and our own ideas” (348a4–6). Finally, imme-

diately after Protagoras expresses the hesitation about hedonism noted above, 

socrates implores him to “reveal” (ἀποκάλυψον, 352b1) his mind to him, as 

a patient would reveal his body to a doctor (thereby also bringing to mind 

socrates’ earlier claim that only a “physician of the soul” would know what is 

good for his students).

indeed, Protagoras’ willingness to dissimulate and hide his views is one of 

the distinctive features of his character in the dialogue.
23

 it is one that appears 

even in his final comments of the dialogue: “socrates, i praise your enthusiasm 

and the way you find your way through an argument.” The word “praise” has 

a special significance in the Protagoras. Prodicus earlier distinguishes praise 

(ἐπαινεῖν) from esteem (εὐδοκιμεῖν). Whereas the latter “is guilelessly inherent 

in the souls of the listeners,” he says, “praise is all too often merely a deceitful 

verbal expression” (337b). similarly, socrates later speaks of those who force 

themselves to “praise” others against their own will (346a–b). The repeated 

emphasis on the potential for deceit in praise, combined with Protagoras’ will-

ingness to conceal his true thoughts, suggests that the sophist’s “praise” of 

socrates is one final sign of his insincerity.
24

 All of this shows that there may 

be a discrepancy between the views Protagoras professes openly in the dia-

logue and the views he genuinely holds, whether consciously or not.
25

 if that 

is the case, then we cannot conclude from his initial hesitation about hedonism 

that it is not his real view.

23. it is one that Plato clearly wants to contrast, moreover, with Protagoras’ openness is advertising himself 

as a sophist. Protagoras states that he refuses to “disguise” (προκαλύπτεσθαι, 316d6) his art as those in ancient 

times did, and socrates later praises the sophist’s self-confidence in not “concealing” (ἀποκρυπτόμενων, 348e4) 

his wisdom as others do, but rather “proclaiming” (ὑποκηρυξάμενος, 349a1) it to the whole of greece. There is 

also a contrast between Protagoras’ eagerness to publicize his talents and the true spartan philosophers described 

by socrates, who “conceal” (ἀποκρυψάμενοι, 342b7) their wisdom.

24. A further point, in connection with 334a– c and n. 12 above, is that Plato contrasts poikilon speech 

such as sophistry and rhetoric with speech that is straightforward and candid. When characters in the dialogues 

ask socrates what he means by something, he often responds, “nothing complicated [ poikilon]” (e.g., at Cra. 

393d6; Grg. 491d10; Meno 75e5). The Athenian Visitor of the Laws similarly states that he will speak clearly 

and “without being complicated [ poikillôn]” (863e5–6). Finally, Alcibiades reports, “The lights were out; the 

slaves had left; and it seemed to me that i needed not to be evasive [ poikillein], but to speak freely and tell him 

my thoughts” (218b9–c1). Poikilon speech, such as that delivered by Protagoras, is thus associated in Plato with 

prevarication and lack of clarity.

25. goldberg (1983, 278) similarly concludes that “socrates only resorted to the elaborate indirection . . .  

because Protagoras, after several appeals, refused to reveal himself.” sesonske (1963, 74 –76) also notes the 

duplicity of Protagoras’ character, but does so largely on the basis of the great speech.
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Finally, the text indicates that Protagoras ultimately accepts the hedonistic 

identification of the good with pleasure. significantly, at the start of their dis-

cussion he tells socrates that if the claim that pleasure and the good are identi-

cal ends up seeming reasonable, then they will agree with each other (351e).
26

 

Then, in the scene immediately following socrates’ defense of hedonism and 

the supremacy of knowledge, socrates says to the sophists, “now, i ask you, 

hippias and Prodicus, as well as Protagoras—this is your argument too—to 

say whether you think what i say is true or false” (358a1–4). socrates reports 

that they all thought what he said was “marvelously true.”
27

 Whatever initial 

reluctance Protagoras may have had about accepting the identity of goodness 

and pleasure, it is clear that he ultimately endorses it. despite the sophist’s un-

willingness to share his thoughts, socrates in the end “reveals” who Protagoras 

really is.

6. Protagoras the Peddler

What is Plato’s aim in suggesting that Protagoras and his Man-Measure doc-

trine are tied to hedonism? The answer, i believe, has to do with the concern 

that motivated socrates’ conversation with Protagoras in the first place—

namely, his worry that Protagoras might be a mere merchant of ideas with no 

knowledge of what is truly good or bad for the soul. note that this issue is a 

theme that runs throughout the dialogue and connects socrates’ early warning 

to hippocrates to the later discussion of hedonism: socrates initially draws 

on a medical analogy concerning what makes the body healthy or ill in order 

to introduce the idea that teachings can make a soul healthy or ill; Protag-

oras’ speech about the good provides a list of what is good and healthy in 

one context but bad and sickening in another; and finally, socrates establishes 

hedonism by way of a line of questioning in which Protagoras accepts the re-

duction of goodness and badness, along with health and illness, to painfulness 

and pleasurableness.
28

 My suggestion, then, is that Plato’s association of the 

sophist with hedonistic values is intended to draw the reader’s attention to 

Protagoras’ inadequacy as an educator, and to the fact that he does not really 

possess the knowledge he promises. This happens, i take it, in two ways—the 

first perhaps more subtle, and the second more obvious and direct.

To begin with, the final discussion with Protagoras draws attention to the 

shortcomings of the sophist’s signature Man-Measure doctrine. one of the 

crucial turning points of socrates’ arguments in the dialogue’s final section 

is his account of the deceptive effect that appearances have on pleasure: they 

26. it may also be significant that it is actually Protagoras himself, not socrates, who explicitly introduces 

the strongest and clearest statement of hedonism into the text. socrates initially asks whether living pleasantly 

suffices to live well, which certainly suggests that he is raising the question of hedonism, but he then says only 

that he wants to inquire whether pleasure is a good; it is Protagoras who replies that they should investigate 

whether pleasure and good are the same at 351e.

27. some commentators—e.g., grube 1933, 205; sesonske 1963, 77; sullivan 1961, 22–23—suggest, partly 

on the basis of this passage, that the Protagoras represents all the sophists as implicitly hedonistic, an interpre-

tation to which i am sympathetic.

28. The allusion to the earlier medical analogy is amplified by Protagoras’ reference to φάρμακα at 334a4. 

Coby (1987, 85) notes that “this enumeration of the variety of goods recalls socrates’ earlier account of the 

sophist as a merchant of nourishments.”
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can make remote, future pleasures and pains seem smaller and less significant 

than they really are and immediate pleasures seem larger and more significant 

than they really are. hence the power of appearance “often makes us wander 

all over the place in confusion, often changing our minds about the same things 

and regretting our actions and choices with respect to things large and small” 

(356d4–8). What is required in order to overcome the illusory effects of appear-

ances is knowledge, which distinguishes how things appear from how they truly 

are. With Protagoras’ approval on behalf of the Many, therefore, socrates is able 

to drive a wedge between appearance and reality—precisely the distinction that 

Plato takes the Man-Measure doctrine to be centrally committed to denying.

Although Plato does not bring these implications for Protagoras’ doctrine to 

the surface, there are reasons for thinking they underlie his presentation of the 

material. The first is that the line of objection to the Man-Measure doctrine im-

plied by the final argument of the Protagoras is one that is advocated explicitly 

in the Theaetetus. in the course of his extended critique of Protagoras’ view in 

the Theaetetus, Plato makes it clear that he takes the Protagorean position to 

have the most prima facie credibility in cases of immediate perceptual expe-

rience.
29

 socrates affirms, “The theory would stand firm most successfully in 

the position which we sketched out for it in our attempt to bring help to Pro-

tagoras. i mean the position that most things are for the individual what they 

seem to him to be; for instance, warm, dry, sweet, and all this type of thing” 

(171d9–e3). likewise, he tells Theodorus that “so long as we keep within the 

limits of that immediate present experience of the individual which gives rise 

to perceptions and to perceptual judgments, it is more difficult to convict [each 

man’s judgments] of being untrue” (179c2–5). significantly, socrates explic-

itly classifies pleasure and pain as perceptions in the Theaetetus, alongside 

others such as sight, hearing, and feeling cold (156b–c). he suggests, for in-

stance, that whereas wine both appears and is pleasant and sweet to a healthy 

man, it might appear and be bitter and unpleasant to the same man when he 

is sick (159c-160b). Presumably, Plato considers it plausible to think that if 

something feels pleasurable to a man, then it really is pleasurable for him at 

that time. indeed, in the Philebus, socrates concedes that it cannot be denied 

to those who are experiencing pleasure that they are experiencing it. While 

some pleasures are “true” pleasures and others “false” ones, they all count as 

pleasure, and “that which takes pleasure, whether it is rightly pleased or not, 

can obviously never be deprived of really taking pleasure” (37b2–3). While 

Plato finds it patently absurd to suppose that goodness is whatever it seems to 

be, then, he takes Protagoreanism about immediate pleasure more seriously, 

and he even accepts infallibility with respect to judgments that one is currently 

experiencing pleasure.

socrates goes on to argue, however, that even if one grants to Protagoras 

the claim that present perceptual experiences are infallibly veridical, his doc-

trine will be unable to hold up concerning anticipated future perceptual ex-

periences. even if we concede to Protagoras, that is, that if a man now feels 

29. Fine (1998, 220) and reshotko (1994, 143) make similar points.
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warm or pleased, then he is warm or pleased, we cannot plausibly concede that 

if a man thinks he will be warm or feel pleasure at some time in the future, 

he always will be warm or feel pleasure at that time (178a–e). even when it 

comes to something as plausibly subjective as pleasure, therefore, Protagoras’ 

position ultimately proves indefensible when it comes to questions of whether, 

and from what sources, one will derive pleasure beyond the present moment. 

it is clear, then, that Plato takes considerations about the future—and the po-

tential for error in judging and estimating future perceptual experiences—to 

be decisive in showing the failure of the Man-Measure doctrine. The fact that 

socrates appeals to an argument of precisely this sort to drive a wedge between 

appearance and reality in the Protagoras, therefore, suggests that Plato is fully 

aware of the implications of that argument and likely intends for the reader to 

recognize them as well.
30

An even more striking consideration in favor of this interpretation is the fact 

that socrates refers to the knowledge that overcomes the deceptive power of 

appearances as “the art of measurement” (ἡ μετρητικὴ τέχνη). in fact, socrates 

emphasizes this phrase: it is repeated eight times in just over one stephanus 

page (356d–357e). This is surely a thinly veiled allusion on Plato’s part to 

Protagoras’ view that man is the “measure” (μέτρον) of all things, and one 

that Plato’s contemporary readers could hardly have missed.
31

 it is, moreover, 

a rather biting allusion: Protagoras is forced to concede, using the distinctive 

terminology of his own philosophical view, that how things appear to a man is 

not, after all, the “measure” of how they really are.

if this reading is correct, then by invoking hedonism, Plato is able to show 

that Protagoras’ doctrine fails even in the case of something that might other-

wise be taken to be a paradigmatically subjective form of value: pleasure. There 

may be a further implication, though. Plato clearly thinks that the Man-Measure 

doctrine is in tension with Protagoras’ claims to possess knowledge and be ca-

pable of educating people. in the Theaetetus socrates suggests that if what-

ever an individual judges or perceives is true for him, then no man can claim 

authoritative wisdom over others, and Protagoras cannot be serious when he 

advertises himself as a teacher (161d–162a). The idea is that (at most) either 

the Man-Measure doctrine is true or Protagoras deserves the fees he charges 

for education, but not both. in the Protagoras the sophist is implicitly faced 

with this very dilemma: socrates’ distinction between appearance and reality 

undermines the sophist’s own doctrine, but in order to deny the distinction and 

defend his view, Protagoras would have to concede that he does not possess 

unique knowledge that distinguishes him from other men. Plato’s Protagoras 

30. Two further points of contact between the two dialogues are relevant: (1) in the Theaetetus socrates 

comment, “no one would have paid large fees for the privilege of talking with [Protagoras] if he had not been 

in the habit of persuading his pupils that he was a better judge than any fortune-teller— or anyone else—about 

what was going to be and seem to be in the future” (178e9–179a3). This is, of course, precisely what the art of 

measurement promises to accomplish in the Protagoras. (2) in the Protagoras socrates identifies the art of mea-

surement as our “salvation” (σωτηρία, 357a6; cf. 356d3, e1, e4, e6, e8) from the ruinous effects of appearances. 

similarly, in the Theaetetus socrates argues that ordinary people look to those who possess knowledge as their 

“salvation” (σωτήρας, 170b1) during times of distress.

31. Vlastos (1956, xvii) comments, “What can this ‘power of appearance’ be but an indirect reference to the 

appearance-is-reality doctrine in its bearing on the good life?” see also Coby 1987, 153.
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makes a clear choice: he tells socrates that “it would be shameful indeed for 

me above all people to say that wisdom and knowledge are anything but the 

most powerful forces in human activity” (351d1–3), and he concedes the 

claims that undermine his view without objection. Faced with the possibility 

of losing clients, in other words, Protagoras is unwilling to defend his own 

signature doctrine. it is a subtle implication, but a clear one: Protagoras is more 

concerned with profit than with truth and philosophical integrity.
32

The dialogue’s association of Protagoras with hedonism draws attention to 

another way in which the sophist fails as an educator— one which is more direct. 

socrates’ warning to hippocrates early in the dialogue had assumed that a good 

educator must know what makes the soul healthy or ill. From Plato’s point of 

view, though, pleasure is clearly not what makes the soul healthy or ill. in being 

tied to hedonism in the ways that he is, therefore, Protagoras is bound to promote 

a false conception of the good. To begin with, in order to “sell” himself to the 

Many, we have seen, Protagoras must advertise himself as the sort of educa-

tor who can advance their pleasure-loving ambitions. This is precisely what he 

does in the dialogue’s final scenes, where he allows the knowledge he peddles 

to be identified with the pleasure-maximizing art of measurement. in an earlier 

scene, moreover, Plato suggests a much more sinister consequence of Protag-

oras’ reliance on the approval of the Many. recall that when socrates presses 

Protagoras to explain what he has to offer his students, the sophist promises to 

teach “sound deliberation” (εὐβουλία). in a later passage, also while answering 

on behalf of the Many, Protagoras acknowledges that people act temperately 

by acting unjustly, and that acting temperately means “deliberating well” (εὖ 

βουλεύεσθαι) and “faring well” (εὖ πράττειν) as a result. What the exchange is 

leading toward is the conclusion that people achieve what is good and beneficial 

for themselves by acting unjustly. hence what it means to “deliberate well,” 

from the point of view of the Many upon whom Protagoras depends for his liv-

ing, is to achieve good things through injustice. The implication is that in order to 

market his teachings successfully, Protagoras would have to teach not the justice 

he had promised in his great speech, but rather skillful injustice. Protagoras 

never allows the conclusion or its implications to be drawn, however: he inter-

rupts socrates’ questioning with his spontaneous speech on goodness at 334a– c.

The problem, however, is not just that Protagoras is professionally bound 

to appeal to the self-interested and hedonistic tendencies of the Many. As dis-

cussed above, his own understanding of what is noble and good seems actually 

to be informed by those tendencies, as well as by his own character and phil-

osophical commitments. The sophist himself is clearly unaware of his affinity 

to the crowd, however. he considers himself superior to them and actually 

expresses contempt for the Many on a number of occasions throughout the 

dialogue.
33

 despite his scorn, however, Protagoras ends up, as we have seen, 

32. Thus i do not find Moser and Kustas’ (1966, 113) argument persuasive that the fact that Protagoras ac-

cepts socrates’ distinction between appearance and measurement shows that there are no traces of Protagorean 

relativism in the text. Cf. remarks in grube 1933, 206; Vlastos 1956, xx.

33. When socrates suggests that they investigate the common view that knowledge is sometimes “dragged 

around” by pleasure, for example, the sophist responds, “Why is it necessary for us to investigate the opinion of 

ordinary people, who will just say whatever occurs to them [οἳ ὅτι ἂν τύχωσι τοῦτο λέγουσιν]?” (353a7–8; cf. 
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enthusiastically accepting the hedonistic position of the Many. Protagoras, 

then, is not merely their neutral spokesperson for the sake of argument. rather, 

he conceals himself behind their views, but in the end turns out himself to hold 

the very same position as the Many he makes a show of disdaining. Protagoras 

cannot possibly teach the Many, therefore, because the views he himself holds 

and espouses merely mimic their own misguided prejudices.
34

early in the dialogue Protagoras criticizes other teachers who abuse young 

men by “leading [ἄγοντες] them back, against their will, into the sorts of sub-

jects they have escaped from at school, teaching them arithmetic, astronomy, 

geometry, music, and poetry.” A young man who studies with him, he says, 

will learn “only what he has come for” (318e1–5). later socrates confronts the 

view of the Many that a man with knowledge can be “led” (ἀγόμενος, 355b1) 

and overwhelmed by pleasure. Knowledge, socrates argues, is the sort of thing 

that necessarily leads and rules in an individual. if Protagoras truly possessed 

knowledge, it seems, then he would lead his students, rather than being led by 

them to teach whatever pleases them. instead, with his money-loving and he-

donistic proclivities, the sophist turns out to be ignorant of what is good for the 

souls of his students, though he continues to advertise his teachings all the same: 

in the end Protagoras the hedonist is a peddler of ideas, but not an educator.

Wayne State University

317a–b). it is significant, perhaps, that in the Apology socrates characterizes his own speech, in contrast to the 

ornate rhetoric of his accusers, in precisely the terms with which Protagoras derides the many: socrates’ defense 

will consist of “things spoken at random and expressed in the words that happen to occur to me [εἰκῇ λεγόμενα 

τοῖς ἐπιτυχοῦσιν ὀνόμασιν]” (17c2–3). Whereas Protagoras sees in unpolished speech vulgarity, socrates sees 

the kind of artless self-expression that Protagoras refuses to offer him.

34. There are other considerations related to the final section of the dialogue that suggest Protagoras is in-

effective as an educator: (1) Tht. 178d–e makes the point that whereas Protagoras may be an authority on what 

sorts of public speeches will have a persuasive effect on audiences in the future, it is the professional cook—not 

even individuals themselves—who is best able to predict what will be pleasant to people in the future. This sug-

gests that Protagoras is not the right person to teach the pleasure-maximizing Art of Measurement that the Many 

seek. (2) even if Protagoras did possess pleasure-maximizing knowledge as the Many understand it, there are 

good reasons for doubting that such knowledge would truly provide “salvation” in life. This point is explored in 

Coby 1987, 159; dimas 2008, 277; dyson 1976, 43; and Ferrari 1990, 124–25. (3) A number of commentators 

have argued that the dialogue’s focus on courage is due to the fact that Plato considers courage to be the virtue 

that Protagoras is especially unqualified to teach. This is the focus of duncan’s (1978) treatment of the text and 

is also addressed in Klosko 1980, 321; McCoy 1998, 29, 37; and Wolz 1967, 216. To their arguments i would 

like to add one further point. We have seen that Protagoras, with his money-loving inclinations and lifestyle, re-

sembles the oligarchic individual of the Republic. significantly, socrates argues there that oligarchs are uniquely 

inept at fighting in war, and precisely because of their love of wealth (552d–e).
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